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Quantum mechanics places significant restrictions on the hydrodynamics of superfluid
flows. Despite this it has been observed that turbulence in superfluids can, in a statistical
sense, share many of the properties of its classical brethren; coherent bundles of superfluid
vortices are often invoked as an important feature leading to this quasiclassical behavior. A
recent experimental study [E. Rusaouen, B. Rousset, and P.-E. Roche, Europhys. Lett. 118,
14005, (2017)] inferred the presence of these bundles through intermittency in the pressure
field; however, direct visualization of the quantized vortices to corroborate this finding
was not possible. In this work, we performed detailed numerical simulations of superfluid
turbulence at the level of individual quantized vortices through the vortex filament model.
Through course graining of the turbulent fields, we find compelling evidence supporting
these conclusions at low temperature. Moreover, elementary simulations of an isolated
bundle show that the number of vortices inside a bundle can be directly inferred from
the magnitude of the pressure dip, with good theoretical agreement derived from the
Hall-Vinen-Bekarevich-Khalatnikov (HVBK) equations. Full simulations of superfluid tur-
bulence show strong spatial correlations between course-grained vorticity and low-pressure
regions, with intermittent vortex bundles appearing as deviations from the underlying
Maxwellian (vorticity) and Gaussian (pressure) distributions. Finally, simulations of a
decaying random tangle in an ultraquantum regime show a unique fingerprint in the
evolution of the pressure distribution, which we argue can be fully understood using the
HVBK framework.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevFluids.5.014603
I. INTRODUCTION
Classical turbulent flows are characterized by the chaotic motion of both the velocity and pressure
fields. This motion can be thought of as an amalgamation of swirling eddies quantified via the fluid
vorticity field (curl of the velocity). These eddies populate a hierarchy of scales, dictating an energy
distribution across scales, and can give rise to spatial organization of the flow through the appearance
of coherent structures. For classical flows, described by the Navier-Stokes equations, these coherent
structures appear as vortex worms—allantoid-shaped regions of intense vorticity. Understanding
how these coherent structures and the corresponding energy density distribution appear and evolve,
particularly in the limit of increasing Reynolds number, is of paramount importance to fluid
dynamicists.
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Increased interest in studying classical turbulence in liquid helium-4 has arisen due to the recent
development of large-scale experimental setups that permit the study of turbulence at extreme
Reynolds numbers, due to the lower viscosity of helium-4. This allows for the study of parameter
regimes far beyond what is capable in similarly sized experiments in water or air [1,2]. Below
Tλ ∼ 2.17 K helium-4 becomes superfluid and the hydrodynamic properties of the fluid become
more complex. At temperatures below Tλ, helium-4 can be described by a two-fluid model [3–5]: a
viscous normal fluid coexisting with an inviscid superfluid, which are coupled through the vorticity
of the superfluid component. In the superfluid component, quantum mechanical constraints lead to
confinement of the superfluid vorticity to atomically thin and identical topological line defects in
the superfluid density field with fixed circulation, named quantum vortices. The circulation around
such vortices is quantized in units of Planck’s constant over the mass of the helium-4 atom, known
as the quantum of circulation κ = nh/m for n ∈ N. Superfluid turbulence is then defined as a tangle
of quantized vortex lines that generate a complex, irrotational, velocity field with a corresponding
singular vorticity field along the centerline of the vortices.
Due to the quantization of vorticity, an individual vortex line cannot be stretched; its length can
change but the circulation is fixed. This is in contrast to classical vortices. Indeed, the stretching of
classical vortices in turbulent flows is believed to be an important mechanism for energy transfer in
classical turbulence [6]. However, despite the absence of vortex stretching in superfluid turbulence, it
has been shown to share many of the statistical properties of its classical cousin [7]. It is commonly
hypothesized that on a coarse-grained level, localized bundles of quantized vortex filaments lead
to a macroscopic fluid flow around the bundle with a circulation equal to the sum of individual
circulations. This is then interpreted as a larger scale coherent flow similar to a large-scale vortex
observed in classical turbulence. The formation of bundles allows for the direct transfer of energy
through the scales, as the relative motion of vortices within a bundle can mimic the stretching of a
classical vortex tube. It is also expected to have a decisive impact on the dissipation of the turbulent
kinetic energy.
In the absence of structure, i.e., a random orientated tangle of vortices, vortex reconnections are
believed to play the dominant role in dissipation of energy at small scales. On the other hand, if the
turbulence is polarized, due to the presence of many bundles, then vortex reconnections may become
suppressed, and Kelvin waves, generated by reconnections or the motion of eddies at the intervortex
scale, can cascade and become the dominant dissipation mechanism [8,9]. For more information
about the dynamics of individual vortex reconnections we refer the reader to a recent paper [10] and
references contained within.
Unfortunately, experimental studies of superfluid turbulence in helium-4 are performed in
cryostats at temperatures below 2 K, which significantly hampers the ability to visualize or indeed
measure important statistics of the flow. Hot wire probes are problematic as they cause a local
heating of the superfluid leading to artificial superflow and/or transformation of the superfluid back
into a normal fluid. The most common technique is to measure pressure fluctuations and to then infer
the dynamics of the velocity field [2,7,11,12]. Inspired by the group of Roche [13], who recently
studied the statistics of pressure fluctuations as a route for the detection of coherent structures, we
perform a series of numerical simulations of superfluid turbulence in the low-temperature limit. Our
aim is to investigate the dynamics and statistics of coarse-grained superfluid fields and examine the
relationship between the pressure and velocity in a variety of turbulent regimes. This is crucially
important, as while significant advances in the visualization of quantum turbulence have been made
in the last decade [14,15], we are yet to have a direct visualization of coherent structures in quantum
turbulence. Our numerical results provide strong support to the implied observation of Rusaouen
et al. [13] that large-scale (larger than the mean intervortex spacing) vortex bundles can be inferred
from strong negative pressure fluctuations in low-temperature superfluid turbulence.
The structure of this article is as follows. We begin by overviewing the two main finite-
temperature superfluid models—the Hall-Vinen-Bekarevich-Khalatnikov (HVBK) equations and
the vortex filament method—and outline the mathematical relationship between the velocity and
pressure. Then we examine how numerical coarse graining of the superfluid velocity field can
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affect numerical data statistics and draw direction relation to experimental probe sizes. From this,
we explore the velocity-pressure relationship in a static superfluid tangle with classical turbulence
statistics before moving on to study the pressure-velocity evolution dynamics across three categories
of turbulent tangles: (1) random or ultraquantum turbulence with no apparent structure, (2) an
imposed large-scale Taylor-Green tangle, and finally (3) a quasiclassical tangle with a Kolmogorov
energy spectrum.
II. SUPERFLUID TURBULENCE MODELS
Finite-temperature superfluids can be phenomenologically described by the two-fluid
model [3–5], which consists of an intimate mixture of an inviscid superfluid and a classical viscous
normal fluid. Each fluid is associated with separate velocity and density fields, denoted vn and ρn for
the normal fluid and vs and ρs for the superfluid, respectively, with total fluid density ρ = ρn + ρs
whose ratio is strongly temperature dependent, with ρn/ρs → 0 in the zero-temperature limit.
The HVBK equations [16,17] give a two-fluid description with the normal fluid modeled by the
Navier-Stokes equations coupled via a mutual friction term Fmf to the coarse-grained inviscid
superfluid component vs modeled by the Euler equations
∂vn
∂t
+ (vn ·∇)vn = − 1
ρ
∇P + νn∇2vn + ρs
ρ
Fmf , ∇ · vn = 0, (1a)
∂vs
∂t
+ (vs ·∇)vs = − 1
ρ
∇P − ρn
ρ
Fmf , ∇ · vs = 0. (1b)
Here P is the pressure, and νn is the kinematic viscosity of the normal fluid component. The
mutual friction term Fmf provides coupling between the normal and superfluid components and acts
principally at the regions of high superfluid vorticity. The exact expression for Fmf in the HVBK
equations can be found in Ref. [18]; here it is sufficient to comment that an approximate mutual
friction [18] can be defined by
Fmf  αρs〈|ωs|〉(vs − vn), (2)
where 〈|ωs|〉 introduces the notion of a course-grained superfluid vorticity.
By taking the divergence of the HVBK equations, and assuming incompressibility of the fluid
flow, one can relate the pressure P to the vorticity through a Poisson equation involving the spin
tensors Wi and the strain tensors Ei for the superfluid i = s and normal fluid i = n components,
respectively,
∇2P =ρs
2
(Ws : Ws − Es : Es) + ρn2 (Wn : Wn − En : En), (3)
where
Wi = 12
[∇vi −∇vTi ], Ei = 12 [∇vi +∇vTi ],
and the operation “:” denotes the double dot product between two matrices defined as A : B = ai jbi j
with index summation implied for matrix elements ai j and bi j .
In the low-temperature limit, the superfluid density dominates over the normal fluid density, and
hence the Laplacian of the pressure can be approximated by
∇2P  ρs
2
(Ws : Ws − Es : Es). (4)
Equation (4) indicates that in high-vorticity regions where Ws is large, such as those inside coherent
vortex bundles, the pressure field, P, will become strongly negative as can be determined if one
inverts the Laplacian operator. This hints at the inherent connection between pressure and vorticity
that can be used to probe the fluid structure in experimental studies.
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An alternative model is to describe the the superfluid velocity field vs through dynamics of one-
dimensional vortex lines using the vortex filament method of Schwarz [19,20] which is subsequently
coupled to the Navier-Stokes equations (1a) for the normal fluid component through a redefined
mutual friction term. The superfluid velocity field vs in the vortex filament model is determined by
integrating the Biot-Savart law over the vortex filament tangle. The advantage of this method is that
it permits a description of the superfluid velocity at scales far below the intervortex spacing (unlike
the HVBK equations) leading to a non-coarse-grained superfluid velocity field. The vortex filament
model replaces Eq. (1b) with an evolution equation for the vortex filaments of the form
ds
dt
= vs + αs′ × (vn − vs) − α′s′ × [s′ × (vn − vs)], (5)
where s(ξ, t ) is the position of the one-dimensional space curves representing quantized vortex
filaments. Here α and α′ are the nondimensional temperature-dependent friction coefficients (for
the explicit mutual friction term), s′ = ds/dξ is the unit tangent vector at the point s, ξ is arc length,
and vn is the normal fluid velocity at the point s.
The friction coefficients α and α′, play a crucial role in dictating the nature of the superfluid
hydrodynamics. Indeed, they can be used to define a single dimensionless parameter akin to a
superfluids Reynolds number [21],
Reα = 1 − α
′
α
.
In analogy to classical turbulence, we can expect the superfluid flow to be turbulent when Reα 
 1,
which is the case for both the experiments of [13] and the simulations we shall perform.
The velocity of the superfluid component vs can be decomposed into a self-induced velocity
generated by the vortex tangle vsis and an external superfluid flow vexts such that vs = vsis + vexts . The
self-induced velocity vsis of the vortex line at the point s, is computed using the Biot-Savart law [22]
vsis (s, t ) =
	
4π
∮
L
(r − s)
|r − s|3 × dr, (6)
where 	 = 9.97 × 10−4 cm2/s (in 4He) and the line integral extends over the entire vortex
configuration L. The external superfluid flow vexts is an externally imposed irrotational flow arising
either through an excitation mechanism of the superfluid component or through the conservation of
total mass of helium-4 in the presence of a mean normal fluid flow.
III. SETUP
We perform numerical simulations using the vortex filament method to study the pressure field
dynamics in the low-temperature limit, where the turbulence is solely governed by the superfluid
flow with the normal fluid component absent. We use the model of Eq. (5) with no external or normal
fluid flow vexts = vn = 0 but include a small mutual friction component (α = 0.01 and α′ = 0.0)
which models a superfluid flow at low temperature T ≈ 1.1K [19], corresponding to 99% pure
superfluid. Although our goal is to investigate zero-temperature superfluid turbulence, we add a
small mutual friction to ensure that we reduce the effects of artificial numerical dissipation by our
numerical scheme.
Our calculations are performed in a periodic cube of size D = 0.1 cm. The numerical technique
to which vortex lines are discretized into a number of points s j for j = 1, . . . , N held at a minimum
separation ξ/2, compute the time evolution, desingularize the Biot-Savart integrals, evaluate vs,
and algorithmically perform vortex reconnections when vortex lines come sufficiently close to each
other, are described in detail in previous papers [23,24]. The Biot-Savart integral is computed using
the a tree-algorithm approximation [23] with opening angle set to θ = 0.2. We take ξ = 2.5 ×
10−3 cm and a time step of 5 × 10−5 s.
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FIG. 1. Images of a N = 32 vortex filament bundle of width 0.2D = 0.02 cm surrounded by isosurfaces of
the coarse-grained vorticity field (left) and the coarse-grained negative pressure field (right). The positions of
each vertical vortex filament are independently sampled using a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. The
key observation is that both isosurfaces are correlated and encapsulate the vortex bundle.
IV. A VORTEX BUNDLE
To study the result of coarse graining of the flow fields, we first examine the simple case of a
vertically orientated vortex bundle inside a periodic domain. We performed our analysis using a
fixed-sized bundle of radius 0.2D = 0.02 cm consisting of Gaussian distributed vortex filaments
numbering N = 8, 16, 32, 64. Figure 1 displays the vortex bundle consisting of N = 32 vortex
filaments. The left image highlights the vorticity magnitude isosurface after our coarse-graining
procedure, while the right image shows a negative coarse-grained pressure isosurface. Observe that
the vortex bundle is encapsulated by the isosurfaces indicating that the coarse-graining procedure
is working. The coarse-graining procedure is as follows: by application of the vortex filament
model (5), we generate the superfluid velocity field vs on a uniform three-dimensional spatial mesh
of size 128 × 128 × 128 which we then coarse grain by applying a Gaussian low-pass filter ˆF (k) to
the Fourier amplitudes of the superfluid velocity field, defined in Fourier space by
ˆF (|k|) = exp
(
−|k|
2
2k2f
)
.
The parameter k f = 2π/l f represents the filtering wave length of the spatial filtering scale l f of
the filter. Note, we explored several possible filtering algorithms, namely, cubic spline, box, and
Gaussian filters defined in physical space, with no substantial qualitative differences to that of
the, vastly faster, spectral filter. One can imagine that this filtering process represents the spatial
resolution of an experimental probe limited to scales l f and above. Due to the irrotational nature
of the flow, the superfluid vorticity field of the unfiltered velocity field is singular, hence this
filtering process also acts as a natural regularization of the numerical data arising from the vortex
filament model. We compute the coarse-grained pressure field using Eq. (4) applied to the filtered
velocity field. A negative pressure isosurface for the N = 32 vortex bundle is shown in Fig. 1
(right). For Fig. 1 we take the filtering scale l f to correspond to twice the mean intervortex spacing
 = (V/Ltot )1/2 (where specifically for the bundle we have taken V to be the bundle volume, and not
the volume of the periodic box V = D3). For the N = 32 bundle,  = 6.267 × 10−3 cm. Justification
for setting l f = 2 is explained later in this article, but relating the filter scale with the intervortex
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FIG. 2. (Left) Cross-sectional profile of the superfluid coarse-grained pressure field across the center of a
vortex bundle composed of N = 8, 16, 32, 64 vertically aligned vortex filaments. We observe that by increasing
the number of vortex filaments inside a fixed-sized bundle, one intensifies the negative pressure region located
at the center of the vortex bundle. (Right) Observation of the course-grained peak negative pressure scaling (8)
as the number of vortex filaments N increases.
spacing scale is a natural choice as it will smooth the flow across neighboring vortices leading
to well-defined coarse-grained fields compatible with the HVBK equations. This agreement is
highlighted by the direct correspondence between the vorticity and negative pressure isosurfaces
in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 2 (left) we plot the cross-sectional profile of the coarse-grained pressure field across
the center of a vortex bundle composed of N = 8, 16, 32, 64 vertical vortex filaments. We observe
a significant decrease in the peak negative pressure at the center the bundle as the number of
filaments increase. From plotting the peak negative pressure against the number of vortex filaments,
we observe in Fig. 2 (right) that the peak negative pressure grows approximately as ∼N2 in a
fixed-sized bundle. The origin of the P ∼ N2 scaling can be determined by assuming that the bulk
coarse-grained velocity field will have an azimuthal component
vθ ∼ N	2πr , (7)
away from the bundle core. One may expect that due to the close interaction of multiple vortex
filaments, the azimuthal component of velocity field inside the core of the vortex bundle could
grow linearly with r as in the Rankine vortex of classical hydrodynamics. However, as pressure is a
nonlocal quantity and requires full knowledge of the velocity field, we can expect that the majority
of the pressure contribution arises from the bulk velocity field away from the bundle core. Using this
fact, we can directly substitute the bulk velocity field (7) into Eq. (1b) (using cylindrical coordinates)
with Fmf = 0 and assuming stationarity of the flow. This permits direct calculation of the pressure
P giving
P ∼ P0 − ρsN
2	2
8π2r2
, (8)
suggesting that the negative pressure would scale as P ∼ N2, as observed in Fig. 2. The apparent
smoothness of the pressure profile in Fig. 2 (left) is related to the inversion of the Laplace operator
in the pressure computation leading to a naturally smoother field to that of the velocity, which is
already filtered by the coarse-graining procedure. Reducing the filtering scale below our chosen
value of l f = 2 leads to the appearance of pressure fluctuations around the profile, possibly related
to the unfiltered bundle core.
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FIG. 3. Snapshot of the superfluid vortex tangle produced by vorticity locking to a classical Kolmogorov
k−5/3 turbulent normal fluid flow. The vortex filaments are colored by their local polarization p of the local
filaments [27]. The vortex line density L = Ltot/V , where Ltot is the total line length and V = 0.1 cm3 is the
volume of the periodic box, is approximately L ≈ 2 × 104 cm−2.
V. STATIC SUPERFLUID TANGLES
The purpose of the single bundle analysis was to verify the coarse-graining procedure and
to understand, from a simple setup, how pressure is related to the density of vortex filaments.
We now proceed to examine more complex vortex configurations: superfluid vortex tangles. We
will consider two types of tangles consisting of (1) randomly positioned and orientated vortex
rings mimicking a random or ultraquantum tangle and (2) a quasiclassical superfluid tangle that
is consistent with a Kolmogorov k−5/3 (superfluid) energy spectrum. The latter is generated by
running the vortex filament method coupled to a static turbulent normal fluid velocity field produced
by the 3D Navier-Stokes equations with a nonzero mutual friction coupling; see Ref. [25] for further
details. As shown in Ref. [26], evolving the superfluid velocity field while keeping the normal fluid
component static results in vorticity locking, with quantized vortex filaments aligning to regions
of high normal fluid vorticity leading to the superfluid field mimicking that of the normal fluid
field. This produces a quasiclassical Kolmogorov k−5/3 energy spectrum in the superfluid velocity
field and the formation of coherent vortex bundles as can be observed in Fig. 3. The vortex tangle
depicted in Fig. 3 is colored by the local polarization p of the vortex filaments highlighting regions
of localized bundles that mimic the coherent vortex worms of classical turbulence. To compute
the local polarization p(si ) at each vortex filament discretization point si, we follow Ref. [27] and
compute the magnitude of an effective local vorticity using a kernel with finite support, the M4
kernel [28], which is effectively a cubic spline:
p(si ) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣κ
N∑
j=1
s′j W (ri j, h) ξ j
∣∣∣∣∣∣,
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FIG. 4. PDFs of the standardized vorticity (left) and standardized pressure (right) for the random tangle
(top) and quasiclassical (bottom) tangles with different coarse-graining parameters l f = , 2, 4, 6, where
 = (V/Ltot )1/2 is the mean intervortex spacing. The black dashed curves indicate a pure Maxwellian
distribution for the standardized vorticity (left) and Gaussian distribution for the standardized pressure (right).
where ri j = |si − s j |, ξ j = |s j+1 − s j |, W (r, h) = g(r/h)/(πh3), h is the characteristic length
scale which we set to be h = 2, and
g(q) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1 − 32 q2 + 34 q3 0  q < 1,
1
4 (2 − q)3 1  q < 2,
0 2  q.
This approach is commonly employed in the smoothed particle hydrodynamics literature [28].
We probe the velocity and pressure fields of the static tangles using our coarse-graining
procedure. In Fig. 4 we plot kernel density estimates of the probability density functions (PDFs)
of the standardized vorticity magnitude ω/avort (where |ω| = ω) (left) and standardized pressure
P/σpress (the mean of the pressure is zero due to the periodicity of the domain) (right) of the
random (top) and quasiclassical (bottom) tangles using different values of the filtering scale
l f = , 2, 4, 6. Parameter avort arises by assuming that for a three-dimensional random field
with Gaussian statistics, the vorticity magnitude will have a Maxwell distribution with parameter a
defined as
PMaxwellian(x) =
√
2
π
x2 exp
(− x22a2 )
a3
, a =
√
E[X 2]
3
. (9)
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For truly random fields the pressure field will have a Gaussian distribution, with PDF
PGaussian(x) = 1√
2πσ 2
exp
(
− x
2
2σ 2
)
, (10)
where σ is the standard deviation.
For the standardized vorticity magnitude, Fig. 4 (top and bottom, left), we observe clear
indications of intermittency at high vorticity when l f = , which is subsequently removed by
increasing the filtering or coarse-graining scale l f . The vortex filament model generates singular
velocity distributions due to the one-dimensional approximation of quantum vortex lines, meaning
that high-velocity (and therefore vorticity) values can appear in spatial mesh points located near
vortex filaments. However, sufficient coarse graining will circumvent this issue and is clearly
demonstrated when l f >  for the random tangle, Fig. 4 (top left). It seems reasonable to have a
coarse-graining scale slightly larger than the average distance between adjacent vortex filaments in
order to capture some large-scale effects, but not too large such that all medium-sized structures,
like bundles, are filtered out. For the quasiclassical tangle, Fig. 4 (bottom left), there are signs of
strong high-vorticity intermittency for all coarse-graining scales, which relates to the probing of
strong polarization in the form of coherent vortex bundles. Moreover, there are significant signs
of negative pressure intermittency (enhancement of negative pressure over Gaussian statistics) at
large negative pressures values in Fig. 4 (bottom right). This is significantly stronger than what is
observed for the random tangle, Fig. 4 (top right) and is again related to the presence of coherent
structures and the correlation between vorticity and pressure.
The authors of Ref. [13] conjectured that coherent vortex bundles could be identified by extreme
negative pressure fluctuations exceeding −3σpress, which correspond to the strong intermittency
tails of the negative pressure fields observed in Fig. 4. Interestingly, when the coarse-graining scale
l f increases we begin to reduce the intermittent effects and move towards a pure Maxwellian or
Gaussian distribution of our fields. This is because the filter scale l f is approaching (or exceeding in
the case of the random tangle) the length scale associated to the largest vortex bundle size. For the
random tangle, there are intrinsically no bundles, so the PDFs converge relatively quickly as l f > ,
while for the quasiclassical tangle, we observe that the typical vortex bundle size is approximately
∼6 or larger (see Fig. 3), so even for l f = 6 not all the coherent structures are filtered. This is
an important observation when analyzing experimental data and suggests that the data presented in
Ref. [13] indicate that the embedded coherent structures in their experimental flow are larger than
the probe scale. As the dynamics of the flow dictate the vortex line density L, and subsequently
the mean intervortex spacing  = (V/Ltot )1/2 = L−1/2, it is important for us to choose a dynamic
filtering scale l f to ensure that coherent structures are not averaged out during turbulence decay.
Therefore, to be consistent, we select the coarse-graining scale to be twice the mean intervortex
spacing l f = 2 in our analysis.
To further verify that setting l f = 2 is reasonable, we display isosurfaces of coarse-grained
vorticity magnitude and negative pressure fields of the quasiclassical tangle in Fig. 5. We observe
clear correlation between the intense coarse-grained vorticity regions encompassing the regions of
strong locally polarized vortex bundles [see Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 (left)], which are also correlated to
regions of high negative pressure Fig. 5 (right).
To quantify the relationship between the vorticity and pressure, numerical simulations allow
for simultaneous measurements of both fields across the computational domain. In Fig. 6 we
present a scatter plot of the standardized vorticity magnitude versus the standardized pressure
of the quasiclassical tangle. A clear trend between regions of strong absolute vorticity and
extreme negative pressure is visible, the most extreme of which are located in regions of
P/σpress  −3 and ω/avort  3.5. This provides further evidence that extreme negative pressure
fluctuations are indications of large vorticity regions produced at the center of coherent vortex
bundles.
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FIG. 5. Isosurfaces of the coarse-grained standardized vorticity magnitude (left) and negative pressure
(right) fields of the static quasiclassical tangle depicted in Fig. 3 using l f = 2. The isosurfaces are taken
at ω/avort > 2.5 and P/σpress < −1.5, respectively.
VI. DECAYING TURBULENCE
The experiments of Rusaouen et al. [13] focused on statistical properties of turbulence in a
nonequilibrium steady-state regime, but there is also merit to studying properties of the decay
of turbulence. Indeed, in experimental studies of superfluid turbulence this can often elucidate
important properties which cannot be directly measured in the steady-state [29,30]. Thus, having
investigated the properties of a static tangle, we now investigate the temporal dynamics of three
different structures of superfluid turbulence tangles. These are (1) a random tangle with no
structure, (2) an imposed large-scale Taylor-Green flow vortex tangle, and finally (3) a quasiclassical
Kolmogorov tangle. Each simulation is performed in the low-temperature limit with α = 0.01 and
FIG. 6. Scatter plot of the standardized coarse-grained vorticity magnitude and pressure fields of the static
quasiclassical tangle depicted in Fig. 3. The standardizing parameters are avort = 5.89 × 104 and σpress =
4.83 × 105.
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FIG. 7. Evolution of the vortex line density L of the random (blue), Taylor-Green (green), and quasiclas-
sical (red) tangles. The long-time decay of all the tangles scale well with the L ∼ t−1 scaling expected for
random tangles. Surprisingly, the decay observed in the structured tangles (Taylor-Green and quasiclassical) is
shallower than the expected L ∼ t−3/2 scaling. This is probably due to a lack of scale separation between the
box size D and intervortex spacing  at late times of our simulations.
α′ = 0, which corresponds to a temperature T  1.1 K where the two-fluid description implies
ρs/ρ  0.99.
We utilize the random and quasiclassical tangles from before as initial conditions. For the
Taylor-Green simulation, we follow Refs. [31,32] by taking an initial condition that consists of
a series of vortex filaments that follows the classical Taylor-Green velocity field. This produces a
predominately large-scale flow of the order of the box size. Each initial condition has approximately
the same vortex line density of L ≈ 2 × 104 cm−2, so comparisons can be drawn. We evolve all three
tangles to a fully developed turbulence state to ensure any artificial transient features arising from
the initial conditions are absent.
As the system evolves the vortex line density decays as our systems are unforced. The functional
relationship between L and t in decaying quantum turbulence is an important indicator of the
underlying nature of the flow. In the quasiclassical regime the long-time decay is expected to
follow a power-law scaling, L ∼ t−3/2, whereas the unstructured random tangle should decay at
long times as L ∼ t−1 [33]. The difference between these scalings arises due to the hierarchy
of hydrodynamic scales present in the quasiclassical regime, which are absent in the essentially
single-scaled random tangle. Figure 7 shows the decay of the vortex line density L versus time for all
three tangles. In all three, the decay is constant with L ∼ t−1, suggesting that as the system evolves
it becomes dominated by a single scale, the intervortex spacing . In the case of the Taylor-Green
and quasiclassical initial conditions this is perhaps surprising but is probably a symptom of limited
scale separation between the box size D and  in our numerical simulations. We also note that the
moderate initial increase of the vortex line density in the quasiclassical tangle is a well-known
phenomenon and is associated to the initial generation of Kelvin waves as the tangle initially
relaxes.
We examine the three tangles at the point in which each of their vortex line densities reach
L = 1 × 104 cm−2. Table I displays the main statistics of the three tangles at this moment in their
evolution. Snapshots of the three tangles at this time are presented in Fig. 8, with the vortex filaments
colored according to their local polarization p. The color range is normalized to the maximum
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TABLE I. Key statistics of the decaying simulations of the three types of superfluid vortex tangle. vrms is
the random mean square of the velocity field, ω¯mean the mean of the absolute vorticity field, σvel, σpress, σvort are
the standard deviations of the absolute velocity, pressure, and absolute vorticity fields, respectively, and avel,
avort are the scaled square root of the second moment of the absolute velocity and vorticity fields as defined in
Eq. (9).
Type vrms ω¯mean σvel σpress σvort avel avort
Random 265.43 2.14 × 104 83.42 1.74 × 104 8.89 × 103 1.53 × 102 1.34 × 104
Taylor-Green 424.76 2.52 × 104 188.68 4.03 × 104 1.24 × 104 2.45 × 102 1.62 × 104
Quasiclassical 425.33 2.73 × 104 151.22 4.95 × 104 1.31 × 104 2.46 × 102 1.75 × 104
polarization across the three tangles, which occurs in the quasiclassical tangle (far right). Observe
how in the quasiclassical tangle the presence of coherence structures is greatly reduced compared to
those observed in the initial condition of Fig. 3 but is nonetheless still observed. Interestingly, there
is some weak polarization in both the Taylor-Green and random tangles, with the latter having the
weakest polarization as expected.
Figure 9 shows scatter plots of the standardized coarse-grained vorticity magnitude versus
standardized pressure for the three evolved vortex tangles: random (left), Taylor-Green (center),
and quasiclassical (right). In all three instances, we observe clear trends of large negative pressure
regions being associated with large absolute vorticity that ends approximately when the negative
pressure reaches values close to −3σpress. Observe that the negative pressure extremes really exceed
the value −3σpress only for the quasiclassical tangle that still appears to contain many coherent
structures. It is interesting to note that there is little variation in the distribution of the data across
the three tangle structures, although the random tangle does appear to produce quite a significant
proportion of high-pressure regions. However, it is important to recall that we are displaying
standardized quantities in Fig. 9 and that the normalization variables avort and σpress are clearly
larger for the quasiclassical and Taylor-Green tangles.
In an attempt to try to distinguish the types of tangles through the flow statistics, we compute
the the PDFs of the standardized vorticity magnitude, pressure, and velocity magnitude that are
displayed in Fig. 10. A key observation in Fig. 10 is that the PDFs show very little intermittency,
which is probably a consequence of the lack of many strong coherent structures, as can be
observed in the physical tangles presented in Fig. 8. With that being said, we observe some
slight enhancement of negative pressure in the quasiclassical tangle, while there is a significant
FIG. 8. Snapshots of the random (left), Taylor-Green (center), and quasiclassical (right) vortex tangles
at times where the vortex line density L = 1 × 104 cm−2. The vortex filaments are colored by the local
polarization with the color scheme normalization to the maximum of the polarization across all three tangles.
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FIG. 9. Scatter plots of the coarse-grained pressure and vorticity magnitude fields of the random (left),
Taylor-Green (center), and quasiclassical (right) vortex tangle at L = 1 × 104 cm−2.
deviation from Gaussianity for positive pressure in the random tangle. To understand this particular
feature of the random tangle we refer the reader back to the approximate form of the mutual
friction Fmf , Eq. (2), which implies a faster decay of the flow in regions of strong vorticity.
For tangles with strong polarization, we would expect that the mutual friction would lead to
enhanced dampening of strong vorticity and negative pressure regions, reducing intermittency.
However, the pressure field of the random tangle is initially close to Gaussian, so the mutual
friction may lead to relative enhancement of the high-pressure regions due to the preferentially
dampening of regions of low pressure, and ultimately leading to a skewing of the pressure field
towards positive regions during its decay. This is confirmed in Fig. 11 where we measure the
standardized pressure PDF of the random tangle throughout the decay and observe the manifestation
of this effect in a growing “bump” of high pressure. (Note that during the decay, the PDFs
are continuously restandardized, and the high pressure is not technically appearing but simply
dominating the PDF.) It seems of interest that although the original motivation for monitoring
the pressure in superfluid turbulence was to find a signal of the quasiclassical regime through the
detection of coherent structures, it can also be of use in determining the structure of the ultraquantum
regime.
During the decay of the structured tangles we observe a relaxation towards Gaussian statistics
(not shown). This does not contradict the picture of dissipation acting primarily in regions of strong
vorticity and the overall effect of increasing the skewness of the pressure statistics, as the initial
conditions of these tangle displayed strong intermittency from the start in the form of heavy PDF
tails in the high-vorticity magnitude and negative pressure areas due to the presence of large-scale
coherent structures.
FIG. 10. Kernel density estimates of the PDFs of the standardized vorticity magnitude (left), standardized
pressure (center), and standardized velocity magnitude (right) fields of the random (blue), Taylor-Green
(green), and quasiclassical (red) tangles. The vorticity and velocity magnitudes PDFs are compared to the
standardized Maxwellian distribution, while the pressure PDF is compared to the standardized Gaussian
distribution.
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FIG. 11. Standardized pressure PDFs of the random tangle during decay evolution indicated by the value
of the vortex line density L. Observe the enhancement of high-pressure region of the PDF during the decay.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have investigated coherent vorticity structures in superfluid turbulence, con-
necting the dynamics of individual quantized vortices to the macroscopic HVBK equations. In line
with the conclusions of Rusaouen et al. [13], we show that strong pressure drops in superfluid
turbulence can be directly associated with coherent bundles of macroscopic vorticity, which have
long been discussed as crucial for the observed quasiclassical behavior of quantum turbulence in
many experimental and numerical studies.
Across a series of numerical simulations we demonstrate strong correlations between negative
pressure and vorticity, with the presence of vortex bundles leading to intermittency of both
fields perturbing the underlying Maxwellian (vorticity) and Gaussian (pressure) distributions.
Furthermore, we have shown a new high-pressure bump emerging in decaying simulations of a
purely random tangle that models the ultraquantum regime, which is associated to the faster decay
of high-vorticity regions in the turbulence and could be used in future experimental studies of this
regime.
The conclusions of this article remain valid for the coldest experiments of Ref. [13], performed
at a temperature of T = 1.58K , which gives the superfluid ratio at 83%. This is because the pressure
P should still be dominated by the superfluid component, and the approximation going from Eq. (3)
to Eq. (4) will remain reasonable. However, the question regarding at what temperatures should the
normal fluid contribution to the pressure be taken into account is very intriguing and is worthy of
future study.
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